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Award winning  
Elvis Tribute 
Show 
(as seen on TV)

Organisational 
support
If requested, a member of our team 
will liase with all parties involved, 
before and during your event to 
ensure smooth uninterrupted 
running. We don’t charge any extra for 
this service. For further information, 
or to see our extensive list of 
recommendations and thank  
you letters, please call Sue on  
01727 858606 or email:
elvis@shmelvis.com
www.shmelvis.com

Elvis  
Weddings
Elvis Shmelvis is the ONLY 
fully qualified & certified Elvis 
wedding celebrant in the UK. 
Now there is no need to go to 
Las Vegas to be married or have 
your vows renewed by Elvis.
Anywhere in the UK, we come 
to you! 
www.getmarriedbyelvis.co.uk

Professional  
Sound & Lighting
We offer a comprehensive audio visual  
capability including:
•• Completely self contained professional 
 sound system
•• Any size venue from private house to large hall
••  Spot lights and effect lighting where necessary
••  All equipment fully PAT tested
••  Public Liability Insurance to £10,000,000

Disco
To compliment your event, we offer a very 
professional disco playing a wide selection 
of music to keep any dance floor full. With 
professional sound and effects lighting, it offers 
a smooth transition to and from the cabarets, and 
finishes the evening on a high.

Professional Vegas  
style dancers
We have professional dancers available. In addition 
to their acclaimed dancing skills, they can assist 
with meeting and greeting your guests plus any 
prize giving or presentation requirements.



Elvis 
Shmelvis

Ricky 
Lopez

Re-live the 
sounds of 
swinging 
60’s! 

Covering songs from  
the Kinks, Beatles,  
The Searchers, Shadows,  
Gerry & The pacemakers  
and many many more. 

This is a guitar based  
show and you will want  
to sing along and dance 
to every song!
  

BESPOKE  
CABARET SHOW

ELVIS TRIBUTE 
SHOW

shmelvis.com rickylopezratpack.com 01727 858606 • shmelvis.com

He also adds in 
songs from the 
50’s-80’s to suit the 
audience, covering 
Rock, Soul, Country, 
Jazz, Pop and 
Reggae.

With extensive  
experience of 
performing to 
audiences of all  
sizes and ages,  
Ricky is not just a 
singer but a great  
entertainer too.

This show includes 
songs from the 
Ratpack, but with Ricky 
Lopez’s talent on the 
trumpet he takes this 
many steps further and 
covers other swing 
legends such as Louis 
Armstrong and Eddie 
Calvert.

British 
Invasion 
Show

Featured on numerous TV programmes 
including Sunday Night at the Palladium, Holby 
& The ONE Show, also the face of Brewdog 
Beer, and a role in the Red Bull racing movie.

All shows are tailored to make the occasion 
unique, whether it be a wedding, corporate 
event, barmitzvah, party, hotel or restaurant etc.

With the voice, the authentic costumes and 
the moves, any event will be an unforgettable 
experience. Elvis Shmelvis likes to make the 
performance fun & interactive, so watch out, 
you may just become part of the show!

‘A voice so close to 
Elvis’, he is often 
accused of miming.’
He has performed at venues 
such as Trafalgar Square & 
Milton Keynes Bowl singing to 
crowds of up to 100,000.


